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News For People That Can Think Critically

THE CRITICAL THINKING
TIMES
Covid-19 Global Lockdown

Regarding Ignoramuses in
Academe
“Condemnation before investigation is
the height of ignorance” — widely
attributed to Albert Einstein, but
whoever the author was had it right.
[William Paley — DV Ed] Pg 7-9

Let’s try a little thought experiment. Just for fun. To pass the time
while we’re indefinitely locked down inside our homes, compulsively
checking the Covid-19 “active cases” and “total death” count, washing
our hands every twenty minutes, and attempting not to touch our faces.
Pg 1-3

Panic Pandemic – Why are
people who should know better
buying the Covid19 hype?

Peter Ford dismantles the France, German, UK
pro-Al Qaeda statement on Syria
Commentary by Peter Ford, former Ambassador to Syria
“There is nothing new in the statement issued on 15 March by the four
governments. To the extent however that it represents some form of
exposition of policy, when normally these governments do not offer
any explanation whatever for what they are doing, it is worth some
textual analysis, offered after each paragraph in italics.” Pg 3-5

Pandemic: The Invention of a Disease Called
Fear. People are being “Herded”. Disrupting the
World Economy

(Photo by PIERO CRUCIATTI/AFP via Getty
Images)

Exaggerated or invented, the true
danger Covid19 poses is shutting
down our sense of reason
The only certainty about the ‘novel’
virus is that a great deal of nonsense is
being talked about it by people who
really ought to know better, and a
great deal of opportunism is being
displayed. Pg 9-12

Additional Articles
The word ‘pandemic’ bears a similarity to the word ‘panic’ and indeed
‘pandemonium’. In fact ‘pandemic’ evokes an almost instant flush of
fear in those easily manipulated by mass media, before any details
have even touched the surface or context in which the word is being
used.
Those who plan the major moves on the chess-board of covert human
control know that by leading with the word ‘pandemic’ they have an
instantly effective weapon at their disposal to psychologically weaken
the resistance of individuals vulnerable to irrational and
impressionistic mind sets. Pg 5-7

IDF Knee-Capping Besieged
Gazans: Pg 12-15
The Forever War in Iraq: Pg 15-16
Toilet Paper Is the People’s
Vaccine: Pg 16-17
Coronavirus and the Gates
Foundation: Pg 17-20
ISS Report: 99% of Covid19 Deaths
had Pre-existing Serious Illness: Pg
20-21
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of thousands of people annually, somewhere, and she (i.e., my
but this Covid-19 virus is totally friend, not the doctor in Italy)
new, and not like any of the
posted something on Facebook
other millions of viruses that are yesterday that was way too long
Source: https://offgoing around all the time, and to read completely but was a
guardian.org/2020/03/18/covid-19the experts are saying it will
gut-wrenching account of how
global-lockdown/
probably kill, or seriously
Covid-19 is killing Kuwaiti
sicken, or briefly inconvenience, babies in their incubators!
By CJ Hopkins
millions or even billions of
Or maybe it was Italian babies.
Before we do, though, I want to people if we don’t lock down
entire
countries
and
terrorize
Like I said, it was too long to
make it clear that I believe this
everyone into submission.
read.
Covid-19 thing is real, and is
probably the deadliest threat to
Which, don’t get me wrong, I’m Also, did you see the story about
humanity in the history of
all for that … this is not the time the baby that was born
deadly threats to humanity.
to be questioning anything the infected?!
(https://news.sky.com/story/newbornAccording to the data I’ve been corporate media and the
believed-to-be-youngest-coronavirusauthorities
tell
us.
This
is
a
time
seeing, it’s only a matter of days,
or hours, until nearly everyone to pull together, turn our minds patient-in-the-uk-11957372) Or the
on earth is infected and is either off, and follow orders. OK, sure, stories about the people in their
30s and 40s
normally, it’s good to be
dying in agony and alone or
(https://www.theguardian.com/world/2
suffering mild, common cold- skeptical, but we’re in a
020/mar/17/this-is-like-a-war-viewlike symptoms, or absolutely no goddamn global state of
emergency! Idris Elba is infected from-italys-coronavirus-frontline)
symptoms whatsoever.
(https://twitter.com/idriselba/status/12 who were more or less in perfect
health (except for, you know,
39617034901524481) for
I feel that I need to state this
cancer or whatever) who died
clearly, before we do our thought Chrissakes!
from (or with) the Covid
experiment, because I don’t
plague?! And what about all
Sorry … I’m getting a little
want anyone mistakenly
emotional. I’m a big-time Idris those charts and graphs?! And
thinking that I’m one of those
those pictures of people in
probably Russian-backed Nazis Elba fan. The point is, I’m not a
Covid-denialist, or a conspiracy hazmat suits?! And those Italians
who are going around saying,
theorist, or one of those devious singing Turandot
“it’s just the flu,” or who are
(https://www.classicfm.com/composers
spreading dangerous conspiracy Chinese or Russian dissension/puccini/nessun-dorma-florence/) on
theories about bio-weapons and sowers. I know for a fact that
their balconies?! Doesn’t that
this pandemic is real, and
martial law, or who are
warrants whatever “emergency just make you want to break
otherwise doubting or
down and cry over the sheer
measures” our governments,
questioning the wisdom of
humanity of it all?!
locking down the entire world global corporations, and
intelligence agencies want to
(and likely triggering a new
No, there is absolutely no doubt
Great Depression) on account of impose on us.
whatsoever that Covid-19 is the
the discovery of some glorified
No, I’m not an epidemiologist, deadliest global pandemic
bug.
humankind has ever faced, and
but I have a close friend who
that we have no choice but to
Obviously, this is not just the flu. knows a guy who dated a
cancel everything, confine
Thousands of people are dying woman who dated a doctor who
personally knows another doctor everyone inside their home,
from it. OK, sure, the flu kills
wreck the entire global
many more than that, hundreds who works in a hospital in Italy
economy, force working class

Covid-19 Global
Lockdown
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people even further into debt,
pour trillions into the investment
banks, cancel elections, censor
the Internet, and otherwise
implement a global police state.

Say, for example, you tested
underestimating your “infection
everyone that died of acute
rate” and “active cases,” and
respiratory failure on a given
grossly overestimating your
day in your Italian hospital, and “death rate” and the number of
you discovered that, let’s say,
“total deaths.”
five of those patients had been
But what if it wasn’t? Just
infected with Covid-19. So you Just hypothetically, you
hypothetically. What if this
feed that number to the WHO, understand. I am not suggesting
wasn’t the deadliest global
and they add it to the “total
this is actually happening. I
pandemic humankind has ever deaths” count, regardless of
certainly don’t want to get
faced? (I’m just posing the
whether the folks who died had censored by Facebook (or
question as a thought
terminal cancer, or heart disease, accidentally censored by some
experiment, so please don’t
or had also been infected with totally innocuous technical
report me to the WHO, or the
the common flu, or some other glitch CDC, or FEMA, or whoever.) type of coronavirus. That would https://mashable.com/article/coronavir
us-facebook-incorrect-flagged-spamWhat if this new coronavirus
probably skew your “death”
posts/?europe=true) for posting
was just another coronavirus like count, wouldn’t it?
“Covid misinformation,” or
all the other coronaviruses that
tempt the Wikipedia “editors”
people die from (or with) all the Or, say you wanted to test for
time? What if the fact that this the virus to keep track of all the (https://consentfactory.org/2019/11/05/
one is “new” didn’t really mean “active cases” and generate an the-ministry-of-wiki-truth/) to rush
all that much, or possibly
infection rate, but you can’t test back to my Wikipedia page and
anything at all, because
hundreds of millions of people, label me a dangerous
“conspiracy theorist” … or, you
coronaviruses are always
because no one has that many
mutating, and every year there tests So, you test everyone who know, get myself preventatively
are a lot of new variants?
turns up sick, or thinks they’re quarantined.
sick and demands to be tested, or
Relax, OK? I know this one is who touched someone sick who It probably won’t come to that
anyway, i.e., rounding up
different, and totally unlike
you already tested (though
anything ever encountered by
you’re not even sure that your “infected persons,” “possibly
infected persons,” and
virologists in the history of
test is accurate virology. Remember, this is just https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019- “disruptive” and “uncooperative
persons,”
a thought experiment. These are ncov/about/testing.html) and you
(https://metro.co.uk/2020/03/15/policecome up with, let’s say, ten
just hypothetical questions.
positive results. So you feed that arrest-coronavirus-patients-ignoringquarantine-12400302/?
number to the WHO, and they ito=twitter&__twitter_impression=tru
Here’s another hypothetical
question. What if all the scary add it to the “active cases”
e) and quarantining us in, like,
count, regardless of the fact that “camps,” or wherever. All this
statistics we’ve been seeing
everyone knows the real number state of emergency stuff, the
(e.g., the death rates, the
is likely twenty times higher.
explosion of “cases,” etc.)
suspension of our civil rights
weren’t unquestionable scientific
(https://twitter.com/consent_factory/sta
facts, but rather, were, like other OK, so now you take your
tus/1238977348277612544), the
“active cases” number and your manipulation of facts and figures
statistics, based on things like
sample groups, and dependent “total deaths” number and you (https://offdo the math (keeping in mind
on a host of factors and
guardian.org/2020/03/11/guardianthat your “total deaths” include uses-misleading-data-to-imply-covidvariables, which you kind of
worse-than-spanish-flu/), the
need to know to make sense of those cancer and heart failure
people),
and
you
end
up
grossly
muzzling of dissent, the illegal
anything?
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surveillance, governments
legislating by decree
(https://twitter.com/consent_factory/sta
tus/1240042355924832258), the
soldiers
(https://news.sky.com/story/coronaviru

too long, and people get
squirrelly, and start rebelling,
and looting, and otherwise not
cooperating, and the military is
eventually forced to deploy
those Urban Unrest Suppression
Vehicles, and those AntiDomestic-Terror Forces, and …

Nine years ago today, 10s of
thousands of Syrians peacefully
took to the streets calling for
respect for human rights and the
end of government corruption.
Instead of heeding the Syrian
s-more-than-10-000-armed-forcespeople’s legitimate demands, the
staff-put-on-standby-11958144), the
Assad regime responded with a
quarantines, and all the rest of it
ruthless campaign of arbitrary
… all these measures are
OK, I’m getting all worked up arrests, detentions, torture,
temporary, and are being taken again. I’d better take my pills
enforced disappearances, and
for our own good, and purely out and get back to Facebook. Oh, violence. As the Syrian conflict
of an “abundance of caution.” and … I should probably check enters its 10th year, the Assad
up on Idris! And see if Berlin
regime’s brutal pursuit of a
I mean, it’s not like the global has gone to “Level 3,” in which military victory has displaced
capitalist empire was right in the case I’ll need to find whatever over 11 million people – nearly
middle of a War on Populism (a online application I need to fill half of Syria’s pre-war
war that it has been losing up to out in order to leave my house. population – and killed more
now than 500,000 Syrians.
https://consentfactory.org/2019/01/10/t
he-war-on-populism/) and wanted to

Peter Ford
dismantles the
France, German,
UK pro-Al Qaeda
statement on Syria

Peter Ford: “Here you have it
straightaway: the theory of the
war with only one belligerent.
No mention whatever of the
mqyk/naomi-klein-interview-onIslamist
extremists who with
coronavirus-and-disaster-capitalismexternal support rapidly
shock-doctrine), terrorize the
grabbed
control of the unrest.
global public into a frenzy of
No acknowledgement that the
Source:
selfish and irrational panic, and
vast majority of the internally
https://thewallwillfall.org/2020/03/18/p
just flex its muscles to remind
eter-ford-dismantles-the-franceeverybody what could happen if german-uk-pro-al-qaeda-statement-on- displaced sought refuge from
the jihadis in government-held
we all keep screwing around by
syria/
territory, no acknowledgement
voting for “populists,” tearing up
that
well over half the supposed
Paris, leaving the European
By Vanessa Beeley
500,000
were combattants, on
Union, and otherwise interfering
both sides."
with the forward march of global Ninth Anniversary of the
capitalism.
Syrian Uprising : Joint
The Assad regime must accept
statement
No, it certainly isn’t like that. It (https://www.gov.uk/government/news/j the will of the Syrian people
who demand and deserve to live
oint-statement-on-the-ninthis an actual plague that is
probably going to kill you and anniversary-of-the-syrian-uprising). in peace and free of shelling,
chemical weapons attacks, barrel
your entire family if you don’t
bombs, airstrikes, arbitrary
do exactly what you’re told. So, The governments of France,
Germany, the United Kingdom, detention, torture, and starvation.
forget this little thought
experiment, and prepare yourself and the United States have
PF: "Our old favourites,
for global lockdown. It probably issued a joint statement on the
‘chemical weapons attacks’
won’t be so bad … unless they ninth anniversary of the Syrian
(brought
into question, to put it
decide they need to run the part uprising.
mildly) and ‘barrel bombs’, as
of the exercise where it goes on
take this opportunity to crank up
some disaster capitalism
(https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/5d
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though the jihadi mortars
rained on civilian areas,
especially Christian, didn’t
exist, not to mention the
beheadings. A complete
begging of the question of how
the ‘will of the people’ is to be
defined and expressed,
especially when the latest fatwa
from the jihadi religious
leaders warns back-sliders
against being seduced by the
twin devils of democracy and
secularism."

But fighting terrorism cannot
to the Syrian people, including
and must not justify massive
through cross-border assistance
violations of international
which is a vital necessity, and
humanitarian law or continued we demand that all parties,
violence. The reckless military particularly the Syrian regime
offensive by Assad, Russia, and and its allies, allow safe,
Iran in Idlib only causes further unimpeded and sustained
suffering and an unprecedented humanitarian access to all people
humanitarian crisis, as medical in need in Syria. Yet, we will not
and humanitarian infrastructures consider providing or supporting
and workers, as well as civilians, any reconstruction assistance
are killed. In its latest bloody
until a credible, substantive, and
assault on Idlib, the Assad
genuine political process is
regime, backed by Russia and irreversibly underway. Absent
Iran, has displaced nearly one
such a process, reconstruction
We express our satisfaction at
million civilians since December assistance for Syria would only
the liberation by the Global
alone, the fastest displacement entrench a deeply flawed and
Coalition and the Syrian
since the start of the conflict. For abusive government, increase
Democratic Forces of all
the latest ceasefire in northwest corruption, reinforce the war
territory once held by Daesh.
Syria to endure, a nationwide
economy and further aggravate
However, the threat from Daesh ceasefire must be established as the root causes of the conflict.
remains, and we are resolved to called for in UN Security
continue our joint effort through Council Resolution (UNSCR)
the Coalition to ensure their
2254.
PF: "Translation: open more
lasting defeat. We are fighting
crossings so that the jihadis
terrorism with determination and PF: "Do as we say, not as we
who control all aid which
are on the front lines of the fight. did (in Raqqa, Mosul, Fallujah, enters can enjoy even more
Rimadi etc). Leave the Al Qaida opportunities to replenish their
PF: "Actually the Coalition and clones in peace to oppress and war stocks. And regardless of
SDF did not liberate ALL
plunder the people of Idlib. The whether economic deprivation
territory once held by ISIS. Tell proposed solution, a nationwide
causes even more of the
that to the people of Palmyra, ceasefire, is actually already in immense civilian suffering we
Deir Ez Zor, Yarmouk Camp, place given that Idlib is now the claim to abhor we will not stop
Suweida and many other areas. only area seeing open conflict.
blocking international
But of course the Four Powers
And what comes after the
reconstruction assistance while
have to justify the continuing ceasefire to remove the groups
we have not installed our
illegal occupation of regions of which even we in a careless
stooges in Damascus. Even if
North East Syria and the
moment classified as terrorist? we know that is pure illusion
plundering of its oil resources,
We don’t say."
we still want to cause privation
when ISIS is reduced to
out of sheer vindictiveness. We
remnants which without a Despite significant efforts by the can’t let Assad, Iran and Russia
shadow of a doubt the Syrian international community, lifeenjoy their victory, and with
government would be capable saving assistance is still not
luck more suffering will cause
of keeping down if only the reaching large numbers of those
more unrest.”
Western forces by their
in desperate need. As major
overstaying would stop
donors since the beginning of
We encourage the international
preventing it from doing so." the war, we will continue to
community to continue to
support humanitarian assistance provide assistance to Syria’s
4
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neighbors to share the costs of
Syria’s refugee crisis. Displaced
Syrians must be allowed to
return voluntarily and safely to
their homes, without fear of
arbitrary detention, violation of
rights and forced conscription.
Yet, the Syrian regime continues
to prevent them from doing so.
PF: "Ah, ‘forced conscription’.
How awful to expect young
men to defend law and order
when there are still a few
thousand less lucky young men
from decimated towns and
villages in governmentcontrolled areas left to defend
them. We let jihadis return
unmolested to our countries,
don’t we?"

hands up."

much for its omissions as for
what it does say. Not a word
The military solution the Syrian about secularism or protection
regime hopes to achieve, with
for minorities. That the jihadi
backing from Russia and Iran,
groups are totally airbrushed
will not bring peace. We
out of the picture, except
reiterate our strong support for
obliquely in a prohibition on
the UN-led process in Geneva
using terrorism as a
and UNSCR 2254 to bring about justification for use of armed
a peaceful and stable Syria.
force, is really quite striking.
There is not a word here with
PF: "Of course we don’t say which Hayat Tahrir Ash Sham,
how this miracle is to be
the dominant jihadi group,
achieved if force of arms is to
would not concur."
be eschewed. Peace has already
been achieved in the 75% of
Pandemic: The
Syria controlled by the
Invention of a
government, and the jihadis of
Idlib are totally against
Disease Called Fear.
negotiations as well as
People are being
democracy."

“Herded”.

We will continue to demand
accountability for the atrocities
committed by the Assad regime
and we will continue our efforts
to make sure that those who are
responsible for crimes against
humanity, war crimes, and other
violations and abuses are
identified and held accountable.
The international community
must come together to support
the collection and release of
documentation of violations and
abuses of human rights and
violations of international
humanitarian law, including the
critical work of the UN
Commission of Inquiry; the UN
International, Impartial, and
Independent Mechanism for
Syria; and the UN Secretary
General’s Board of Inquiry.

We – France, Germany, the
Disrupting the
United Kingdom, and the United
States – demand that the Assad
World Economy
regime stop the ruthless killing
and engage meaningfully in all
Source:
aspects of UNSCR 2254,
https://www.globalresearch.ca/pandem
ic-invention-disease-calledincluding a nationwide ceasefire,
fear/5706596
a reformed constitution, release
of arbitrarily detained persons,
By Julian Rose
as well as free and fair elections.
A credible political process
So, in a world heavily
cannot be limited to attempts at
conditioned by the
convening a constitutional
proclamations of the mass
committee. All Syrian citizens,
media, the fear weapon has a
including citizens who are
huge psychological power.
displaced persons and refugees,
should be allowed to participate
As we have all witnessed over
in free and fair elections, under
the past months, the Coronavirus
UN supervision.
story has been unleashed with
barely contained lascivious
PF: "There you have it: our
delight by news media under
solution is to rig elections. The
orders from the purveyors of
millions of refugees are certain
malevolent missions against
PF: "Exactly the incentive
to vote for our stooges.
mankind. Pumped-up to
needed to induce the Syrian
maximum volume and dispersed
leadership to come out with its The statement is remarkable as
globally, the deliberately
5
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designed fear message has the herded – and are not resisting. for the benefit of a fascist ideal.
instant effect of making the
The scare tactics being
By not rebelling in the face of
majority of people feel
employed are more dangerous such treatment – but instead by
powerless. The Big problem is at than the virus that is the excuse complying with it – a mute
large – and we the people feel for deploying them. Under this populace establishes the basis of
small. This is the beginning of induced state of psychosis all
its own debasement and slavery.
an entrapment which colours
manner of tricks can be
every aspect of daily life.
perpetrated on mankind – and
These methods have been
that is precisely what we are
practised over and over again in
Most of humanity has undergone witnessing at this time.
the history of the world, and
a process of education which
each time hind-sight reveals the
depends for its effectiveness on Many reading this will already motivation to have been an
the perceived power of some
be familiar with the ambitions of obsession with power and
‘authority’ to exert an
the controlling deep state ‘elite’ control, and the perpetrators to
unquestioned controlling
and will know that a pre-planned be a small number of
influence over the general
phase of social and economic
psychopathic despots. Whether
direction of the life. A source of chaos is a key factor in their
taking the form of military
influence that depends for its
attempted roll-out of totalitarian might, religious dogma or
continuing effectiveness on
New World Order. We are now modern day corporate and
never being subjected to rational in this phase. It’s success
banking control freaks, provided
scrutiny, or genuine examination depends upon a large body of
the drama has been well stageof any kind. Such is the
people following the instructions managed and the ‘might has
beguiling power of full-on
passed down by the political
produced fright’, the hegemons
indoctrination.
puppets of the deep state and by get their way.
the cowardly repetition of these
In the battle now raging for
instructions by the main stream How well is the roll-out being
‘who controls the world’, some media.
stage-managed on this occasion
of the largely hidden or
– and what is the plan?
disguised controlling agents of Once again, the fear card plays a
planetary life – are now
key role. This time, in keeping a Owing to the trans-planetary
appearing on the surface. And constant level of anxiety and
link-ups that take place today,
that’s why chaos and fear are hysteria on the boil, while
the ‘master plan’ is no longer a
very much ‘flavour of the
working to ensure that those able regional or national affair, but a
month’.
to recognise the true nature of global one. The main players
the scam are coerced into not
have hatched the plot long
The Corona Contagion is chock stepping out of line, thereby
before any of us get to know
full of idiosyncrasies; in fact
risking their job, security or
about it and gatherings like the
there are so many nonsensical status within the rigidly enforced Davos Economic Summit and
factors associated with media
master/slave relationship of the Bildergerger meetings are used
attempts to report on what’s
status quo.
to gain consensus on the timing
going on, that one can only feel
and methods to be deployed.
dazed and confused should one The whole sick edifice maintains
try and follow the script in real its momentum based upon pure In the case of Covid-19, its
time.
top-down deception and
appearance on the scene – or at
exploitation. Yet those at the
least the spreading of the story
However, what has become all receiving end largely choose to about something nasty going
too clear is the fact that large
remain oblivious of the fact that under this name – is timed to
numbers of people are being
they are being used and abused divert attention from the
6
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speeding-up of the installation of laughed-off.
There’s a surprise in store for the
what are deemed to be important
cowardly imposers of chaos – it
spokes in the creation of a
Instead, it can be put under the is our time that’s coming and –
totalitarian New World Order. spotlight and be seen for what it not theirs. For ours is the True
For example, the roll-out of 5G is, a planned manipulation of the World Order which aligns with
microwave modulated WiFi; a people and resources of this
Universal Law, not the false
digitalised smart grid and
planet, whose main goading-tool laws of a manipulated status
‘internet of things’; a robotic
consists of the well rehearsed art quo.
transport system; facial
of spreading fear and panic.
recognition population
And this, in turn, to undermine It is our re-emergent marriage
surveillance programmes; new the rational and common sense with Universal Truth that is
strains of genetically modified based gift which we have all
going to oust this scare loaded
organisms and vaccines, and so been blessed with from birth,
pandemic and all similar
forth. However, the predominant and which – when in good order manifestations of dark-side
game plan is to ‘re-set’ global
– can clearly see through the
deception that have gripped this
finance so as to appear to be
facade and hold the line of
planet for far too long. Our truesupporting the euphemistically reason and truth.
world-order is going to take on
named Green New Deal with its
this obsessed and demonic
holy grail ‘Zero Carbon’.
Many have seen this ‘order out dynasty, so that it stumbles, falls
of chaos’ drama coming for
and fails to rise again.
The fact that China has likely
years. The chaos bit is with us
been the initial bio-weapon
right now and very visible. The Seize this auspicious moment –
target, does not detract from a ‘order’ is to follow and consists and let us be joined as one in an
more widespread aim to disrupt in the emergence of a peace
unwavering commitment to get
the world economy as a whole. maker – or peace plan – that
off our knees and stand firm in
involves the lead croupiers
the cause of defeating the ghosts
The effectiveness of this
raking the chips off the roulette of chaos and fear.
disruption depends upon the
board and cashing them in to
greater part of the populus being their temporary satisfaction.
Regarding
swept along in a bubble of blind Thus allowing for a little holiday
Ignoramuses in
belief in the authenticity of the period in which the weak kneed
‘virtual’ story line. A line which can rejoice at their survival and
Academe
disguises the very actual
bless the emergence of the ‘new
imposition of a fascist state.
order’, under the authority of no
Source:
matter who or what, so long as https://dissidentvoice.org/2020/03/rega
rding-ignoramuses-in-academe/
I would say that the stagethey can believe that the world
management is pretty poor this has been saved from anarchy
By By Bill Willers
time around. The plethora of
and ruin.
contradictory and irrational
A peer-reviewed journal,
clamp-down actions being
Every one of us whose knees
Alternatives, recently published
imposed in the name of
have not turned to jelly and
containing the bogey bug
whose brains have not turned to an article, “9/11 Truth and the
stretches the credibility of the
mind controlled pulp, must take Silence of the IR Discipline,” by
David Hughes
operation to the braking point. In this moment to declare
point of fact it’s a farce; but a
ourselves, boldly and resolutely (http://eprints.lincoln.ac.uk/id/eprint/4
0161/), a faculty member at the
farce which involves actual
with these four words “We do
University of Lincoln in the UK.
deaths and the support of a
not consent”.
The article is very well written
police state, cannot simply be
and may be the single best
7
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succinct summation of 9/11
the article, “I think it’s OK for
history available. “IR” refers to me to reveal that I was asked —
the academic study of
and declined — to review it.
international relations, so the sad Had I done so, I would certainly
fact that scholars who pursue
have rejected it…. But editors
such a discipline have failed to are, I would suggest, the bigger
be attentive to the multiple lies issue here. This should never
within the official narrative of have gone out to peer review.
9/11 is brimming with irony
Any serious academic — as
because, as Hughes states,
journal editors must be — can
international relations is “… the see this is the worst kind of
one discipline that should be
conspiracy theorizing in only
most conversant with false flag minimal academic dress.”
terrorism and the ‘War on
Terror.’” The article cites the
9/11 Consensus Panel
(http://www1.ae911truth.org/faqs/776911-consensus-panel.html), the
results of the 4-year independent
study of the collapse of WTC7
(https://www.ae911truth.org/wtc7),
and the developing Federal
Grand Jury Investigation
(https://www.ae911truth.org/grandjury
), all involving scientists,
Calling anything “conspiracy
scholars and attorneys with
impeccable credentials. (TCTT theorizing” shows Kitchen
editor note: For a full forensic uninformed regarding the CIA
analysis of what happened to the origin of the epithet
entire WTC site on 9/11 read Dr. (https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/201
Judy Wood's book, Where Did 6/08/24/the-term-conspiracy-theorywas-invented-by-the-cia-in-order-toThe Towers Go? prevent-disbelief-of-officialhttps://www.drjudywood.com/wp/)
government-stories/), intended to

“Star Wars” program under two
presidents; Francesco Cossiga,
former president of Italy; Dr.
Alan Sabrosky, former Director
of Studies at the U.S. Army War
College; Andreas von Bulow,
former Secretary of Germany’s
Federal Defense Ministry;
General Leonid Ivanshov,
former Chief of Staff of
Russian’s Armed Forces; Ronald
D. Ray, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense in the
Reagan Administration, and
hundreds more of like credibility
and authority.
Kitchen represents an
embarrassing lack of critical
thinking and a shameful
negation of the academic,
investigative spirit. And he’s not
alone. Emmett MacFarlane
(https://uwaterloo.ca/politicalscience/people-profiles/emmettmacfarlane), of the University of

Waterloo, tweeted “The 9/11
piece is the publication of
disinformation. It is a complete
failure of the peer review
process …. I’m surprised I
haven’t seen more of the
journal’s editorial/advisory
board repudiate it or resign. I
belittle and to shut down rational can’t believe anyone would
Some university faculty
discussion. But attacking an
willingly continue to associate
members of the “IR
editor for sending an article out themselves with the journal so
Community”, presumably in
for peer review is seriously
long as that piece goes
good standing with their peers, witless. Consider not only the
unrestricted.” Jennifer Mustapha
have reacted (via tweets sterling credentials of those in (https://www.politicalscience.uwo.ca/p
https://www.ae911truth.org/news/650the Consensus Panel and the
peer-reviewed-journal-publisheseople/faculty/partarticle-on-academic-resistance-to-9- engineering study cited within
time_faculty/jennifer_mustapha.html)
11-truth-outright-hostility-ensues) in a the article, but also that among of California’s Western
manner wildly inconsistent with the countless individuals who
University of Health Sciences
have disparaged the
academic standards. One
was less delicate: “It is a
governmental narrative so as to steaming pile of hot garbage
Nicholas Kitchen
(https://www.surrey.ac.uk/people/nicho qualify in Kitchen’s mind as
and I’m pretty f*****g mad
“conspiracy theorists” include about it. Can reassure you that
las-kitchen) of the University of
Surrey, tweeted, with regard to Dr. Robert Bowman, head of the basically all of the critical IR
8
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peeps I know are as
flabbergasted as me and you. It
is a disgrace.” Nour Halabi
(https://ahc.leeds.ac.uk/media/staff/21
63/dr-nour-halabi) of the
University of Leeds wrote
“Unless this so-called article
peddling 9/11 conspiracy
theories is recalled, I will never
publish with Sage again. I call
on other academics to join me,
truthers and conspiracy
theorists have no place in
academia and in any of our
publication [sic].”

legitimation to the official
the commentary is an indictment
narrative and thus the ‘War on of the academic community for
Terror’ and obediently serving its long silence on a taboo
Western state power.” Hughes subject.
also cites fellow scholar Kees
Van der Pijl: “By selling out to But no truth-seeking scholar
the self-fulfilling fiction of
with integrity would be
Islamic terrorism, the discipline deterred by taboo. The
if IR today has itself largely
disgraceful attack by the
degenerated into a mercenary, tweeting professors is a
‘embedded’ auxiliary force…. A textbook example of
discipline led by scholars of this condemnation before
moral calibre cannot be
investigation. The four, and
expected to restore its
fellow academics who followed
intellectual integrity.” Such a
them with similar slurs,
level of scorn aimed at a
display a rigidity of mind and
Charges of “conspiracy
segment of the academic
a noxious commitment to
theorizing”, “publication of
community is not seen often, but official group think. They are
disinformation”, “steaming pile in the case of the IR scholars
beyond merely out of line.
of hot garbage”? A doctoral
cited, it is certainly deserved.
They represent a plague on
level professor wants to to
freedom of scholarly inquiry
“restrict” an article on a subject It’s one thing for someone in the and should be outed as the
obviously suppressed by every academy to avoid confronting a intellectual pariahs that they
aspect of governmental and
given issue, but it’s something are.
mainstream media? Good lord, radically different to attack those
what understanding of freedom who do make the effort to study
Panic Pandemic –
of inquiry exists within circles of an issue studiously avoided by
“IR”? There have been so many the mainstream, and to look into Why are people who
attacks on members of the
possible reasons for that
should know better
editorial board that the head
avoidance. The article is
buying the Covid19
editor, Lacin Idil Oztig, posted a excellent, well written, and the
request
first part is a superbly
hype?
(https://www.ae911truth.org/news/650- compacted and up-to-date
peer-reviewed-journal-publishesreview of 9/11 (the remainder
Source : https://offarticle-on-academic-resistance-to-9- dealing with reasons for failure
guardian.org/2020/03/16/panic11-truth-outright-hostility-ensues) that to confront the lies of 9/11). The pandemic-why-are-people-who-shouldthe attacks cease, taking it upon condemnation of author and
know-better-buying-the-covid19-hype/
herself to assume sole editorial editor has yielded a posting by
By Catte Black
responsibility for the article. But blogger Tim Hayward, Peer
why should she, or anyone on
Review vs Trial by Twitter
From Netanyahu grabbing the
the board, apologize for
(https://timhayward.wordpress.com/20
chance to postpone his
anything? Author Hughes has
20/03/08/peer-review-vs-trial-bycorruption trial
proper citations – well over 100 twitter/?
(https://www.wsj.com/articles/israelfbclid=IwAR0Hzw0B0AjhbrR74srginv
– for every aspect of his paper.
B4rGtp_XLfrpEvPDK7QnOML7icjHr2 postpones-netanyahu-trial-as-it-stepsF2uuac), in which he invites — up-coronavirus-fight-11584269576) to

Hughes hits hard with his charge
and receives — comments from Hollywood starlets claiming
that silence from those who
readers. Many are from
they have ‘tested positive’
should be speaking up is “…
university
faculty,
and
much
of
(surely not a sad and cynical
uncritically lending intellectual
9
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attempt to up their profile https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/16/ent
ertainment/olga-kurylenkocoronavirus/index.html), this

bandwagon is seething and
teeming with those trying to
seize their moment of fame or
get rich or stay out of jail or just
join in the mayhem
It’s cool to be nCoV-positive
now. Maybe that’s why such
inordinate numbers of famous
people are staking their claim to
it.
ISIS are apparently a bit worried
about nCoV also
(https://nypost.com/2020/03/15/isistells-its-terrorists-not-to-travel-toeurope-for-jihad-becausecoronavirus/) and is allegedly

sending out travel advisories to
its jihadists.
Yup, that’s a real thing, right
there. Really happening.
Definitely.
Meanwhile, the propaganda is
relentless, and there’s a variety
for all tastes.
If you like your fear porn vanilla
you can read all the articles
based on total speculation that
tell you millions will die if we
don’t demand martial law and
vaccines. (Speaking of vaccines,
the as-yet-untested Covid19
vaccine is going to mandatory in
Denmark https://www.thelocal.dk/20200313/den
mark-passes-far-reaching-emergencycoronavirus-law, and in the US the

manufacturers will have legal
immunity https://www.phe.gov/Preparedness/leg
al/prepact/Pages/COVID19.aspx

should it cause any ill-effects).

denominator of the mortality
rate should be the total number
of patients infected at the same
time as those who died.

If you are of a more sceptical
turn of mind well, how about
nCoV as bio-weapon? Plenty of
juicy stuff on that topic also.
They actually suggest with a
straight face (though they don’t
And scientists and science
say why) that in order to get a
journals are not immune. There’s ‘real’ figure for case fatality we
no shortage of people with PhDs need to count deaths as a
willing to talk nonsense with a percentage only of those who
sciencey spin in order to
became infected at the same
convince the more inquiring
time as those who died.
proles that the governments are
correct to invoke emergency
So, if on Day One of a
powers and get that untested
hypothetical new disease, two
vaccine cranking out asap.
people get it and one dies, this
would be a 50% case fatality
Look at this beauty. Written by a ratio.
team of MDs and other ‘experts’
and appearing in The Lancet
Sure, no problem. Common
(https://www.thelancet.com/journals/la sense and statistics agree with
ninf/article/PIIS1473-3099(20)30195- that.
X/fulltext), it is about the most
naked example I have seen to
But what if from Day Two to
date of pseudoscience being
Day Ten inclusive 198 more
used to inflate the perception of people get it and none of them
nCoV as something other than die?
what it is.
Well, according to the normal
The purpose of the article is
method of assessing CFR that
apparently to find some sort of would be 200 cases, one death,
barely rational reason for
and a CFR of 0.5%
estimating the nCoV case
fatality rate to be higher than it But with this brilliant new
actually is by a factor of ten.
method, it would still be a CFR
of 50% – because we are only
Here’s the ‘reasoning’ it offers: allowed to count the cases who
got sick on the same day as the
However, these mortality rate fatality. And only two people got
estimates are based on the
sick that day, of whom 50%
number of deaths relative to the died.
number of confirmed cases of
infection, which is not
You see the corrupt genius of it?
representative of the actual It’s a statistical nonsense that
death rate; patients who die on crucially gives permission to any
any given day were infected would-be stats compilers in the
much earlier, and thus the
WHO or elsewhere to
10
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overestimate the CFR of this
sort of imply the opposite,
bug, or indeed any other
because that is the level on
subsequent alleged ‘killer’ virus. which such people work:
If you doubt this is the point,
Notably, the full denominator
then read the article. This is just
remains unknown because
what the authors do, having the asymptomatic cases or patients
total gall to claim the ‘real’ CFR with very mild symptoms might
for nCoV is anywhere up to
not be tested and will not be
20%, based solely on this crazy
identified.
new way of figuring out the
stats.
This is just one example of the
forest of disinformative,
Which will look great in future hysterical, fog-bound garbage
headlines, and help pave the way being poured on our heads
for public acceptance of a total about this so-called pandemic.
fascist dictatorship.
That this is part of a
coordinated and massive
If you ever doubted that
attempt to instil worldwide
corruption is now endemic and fear and enact worldwide
all our institutions – political,
population-management
legal, medical – are stacked with methods is now undeniable.
yes-men and jobsworths or fools
prepared to put their names to What is nCoV19? I honestly do
any junk proclamation that
not know.
might get them a raise or save
their professional skins, just
The more the fear porn ramps
think of this article. Written by up, the less certain I become of
alleged world-class ‘experts’,
any aspect of the narrative
published in the Lancet, and
surrounding it. We are definitely
nothing more than a word salad all being discouraged from
of contradictory nonsense and questioning its virulence,
meaningless conclusions
discouraged from referring to its
designed to promote a political official fatality and case
and propagandist point.
numbers, which do not correlate
with the level of fear we are
It even at one point
being told is appropriate. There
acknowledges the probability of is certainly a massive and
many many subclinical or
multifaceted attempt to fudge
symptom-free carriers of this
and inflate those numbers to
supposed virus. But while the
bring them in line with the
authors satisfy some dormant
‘response’.
scrap of conscience by alluding
to it they don’t draw their
This brings us back to our
readers’ attention to the
revelation that good old
concomitant fact this lowers the Wikipedia have been
case fatality by quite a way. In downgrading the CFR of the
fact they allow themselves to
Spanish Flu (https://off11

guardian.org/2020/03/09/wikipediaslashes-spanish-flu-death-rate/). It’s

hard not to see this as part of the
same process.
The actual death rates just aren’t
high enough. So talk them up,
play pea and thimble games with
the stats, and do some MemoryHoling so that the 1918
pandemic suddenly has a very
similar CFR, allowing your tame
media to make all the right
comparisons in their op eds and
editorials, pointing out how
many millions died back then
despite it only having a fatality
ratio of 2.5%.
They seem aware of the
discrepancy, and are making
efforts to prevent people
researching it. The WHO are
warning people not to read “too
much” about the disease in order
to protect their mental health. In
a write up on the
reccomendations, the BBC says
this
(https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health51873799):
There is a lot of misinformation
swirling around – stay informed
by sticking to trusted sources of
information such as government
and NHS websites
Whether this virus is as
imaginary as some are saying, or
entirely real, it’s being hyped to
a point beyond any connection
with reality, and not just in the
media. It’s a multi-pronged
assault on our minds right now.
Allegedly reliable and
authoritative medical
professionals are just as likely to
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talk propaganda at you as some to start small.
It’s never been more
government minister or media
important to stay alert,
halfwit.
But unlike nCov it has already sceptical and objective. We’ll
managed to kill around 100,000 keep trying to do that – and
Even in the alt-media, many people since Jan 1 this year. So you should all do the same.
have stopped thinking and
let go of that particular piece of
gone full deer-in-thenonsense, ok?
IDF Knee-Capping
headlights, devoting their
Besieged Gazans
websites to recycling
Do the alt-media types backing
government talking points and these extreme quarantine
Source:
urging those same
(https://www.ft.com/content/428babc4https://stephenlendman.org/2020/03/idf
governments to lock down
66c9-11ea-800d-da70cff6e4d3) and
-knee-capping-of-besieged-gazans/
their citizens.
self-isolation notions think the
anti-assembly laws, mandatory
By Stephen Lendman
How bizarre is it that outlets
vaccines
who were – just weeks ago –
(https://www.bostonglobe.com/2020/03 Live fire by Israeli soldiers,
/05/opinion/coronavirus-maine-vote- police, and other security forces
warning against trusting
anything that comes out of the make-case-mass-vaccine-law/) and against defenseless Palestinians
other special powers
mouths of our ‘masters’, are
threatening no one is official
(https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/politics Jewish state policy.
now prepared to surrender
entirely to official narratives and /coronavirus-governments-new-plansofficial ‘safe-keeping’ – and for full-21695359) will all just vanish What was instituted on the
once this crisis has subsided
a virus which, even if totally
pretext of preventing harm to
(because all pandemics
real, has killed about 7,000
Israelis is systematically and
eventually do go away)? Do they
people – or around 7% of the
repeatedly breached by IDF and
numbers who have died over the think the de facto martial law
other security forces, ordered by
same time period – of the current will be temporary?
commanders to attack peaceful
flu.
Palestinian demonstrators.
Do they think we can just ask
Yes, that is a real statistic. Check nice and everything will go
It goes on throughout the
back to the way it was?
it out
Occupied Territories, mostly
(https://www.who.int/influenza/surveill (assuming, of course, the entire against nonthreatening Gazan
ance_monitoring/bod/FAQsInfluenzaM system hasn’t morphed into
demonstrators.
the Hunger Games due to
ortalityEstimate.pdf?ua=1).
global financial meltdown and
On March 31, 2018, an IDF
And no, don’t tell me it’s “not a mass poverty, because we all statement said “nothing is
fair comparison” because the flu basically signed off on closing carried out uncontrolled.
down what remains of our
is ‘always’ here and nCoV is
Everything is accurate and
economy.
new. All you do by that is
measured, and we know where
display your unthinking
every bullet lands” – the
foolishness. Flu viruses are RNA Are they thinking at all, or just statement later deleted.
viruses that mutate all the time – reacting?
which is why you can catch ‘the
Israel consistently breaches
flu’ over and over again; You’re The panic is now seeding itself international law principles of
and doing the propaganda
catching a different strain, a
distinction and proportionality.
‘new’ variant. Just like nCoV it work for those who set it off,
and an obvious and very very
needs to travel by infection
The former allows attacks
routes. And just like nCov it has alarming agenda is being
against combatants, not
rolled out right behind it.
12
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nonthreatening civilians.

in small towns, immigrants,
“There was a story about one
illiterates, people with mental
sniper who had 11 knees all told,
The latter prohibits attacks
problems, drug and alcohol
and people thought no one could
against combatants if harm to
abusers, and people with
outdo him. And then I brought in
civilians may be greater than any criminal records.”
seven-eight knees in one day.
military objective achieved.
Within a few hours, I almost
Former IDF head General Gabi broke his record.”
In persecuting and otherwise
Ashkenazi served with Golani
mistreating Palestinians
during Israel’s 1973 Yom Kippur How many more Golani brigade
abusively, Israel operates
war.
members are involved in using
extrajudicially, ignoring rule of
live fire on nonthreatening
law principles, doing whatever it Critics accuse brigade members Gazans?
pleases, knowing it can get away of home invasions, unprovoked
with murder and much more
violence, inflicting physical
How many others like them
unaccountably.
injuries, arbitrary arrests and
throughout the Occupied
detentions, assaulting women
Territories against nonviolent
Israeli rules of engagement are and children, and numerous
Palestinian resistance for equity
like Washington’s – permitting other human rights violations. and justice denied them?
anything goes, civilians
considered legitimate targets, the According to Haaretz, a former Friday Great March of Return
human toll of no consequence, Golani soldier said “I know
demonstrations began on March
accountability for high crimes of exactly how many knees I’ve
30, 2018, continuing weekly
war and against humanity never hit.”
until reduced to once monthly in
forthcoming.
January.
“I kept the casing of every round
Last weekend, Haaretz
I fired. I have them in my room. Hundreds of Palestinians were
(https://www.haaretz.com/israelSo I don’t have to make an
killed, over 20,000 injured,
news/.premium.MAGAZINE-42-knees- estimate. I know: 52 definite
around 8,000 from live fire,
in-one-day-israeli-snipers-open-uphits,” adding:
countless numbers maimed for
about-shooting-gaza-protesterslife.
1.8632555) published an account
“There were incidents when the
by Israeli snipers ordered by
bullet didn’t stop and also hit the The world community response
commanders to use live fire on
knee of someone behind (the
has been largely muted. Gaza is
nonviolent Gazan demonstrators,
person targeted). Those are
a microcosm of Israeli
including members of the IDF
mistakes that happen.”
mistreatment of Palestinians
Golani brigade.
throughout the Territories since
“From the point of view of hits, I its 1947-48 war of aggression
Once commanded by Ariel
have the most. In my battalion against its people.
Sharon, it’s infamous for
they would say: ‘Look, here
committing crimes of war and
comes the killer.’ ”
Britain’s infamous 1917 Balfour
against humanity.
Declaration marked the
“When I came back from the
beginning of the end of historic
A former anonymous brigade
field, they would ask, ‘Well, how Palestine by calling for
member said the most criminal
many today?’ You have to
establishment of a nation for
elements of Israeli society are
understand that before we
Jews on their land.
recruited into its ranks.
showed up, knees were the
hardest thing to rack up.”
For over 100 years, Palestinians
They include “psychopaths, the
endured virtually every form of
poor, orphans, Israelis who live
13
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indignity, degradation, and crime righteous, trustworthy and brave. because of world community
against humanity imaginable,
dismissiveness toward
including land theft, political
One soldier interviewed by
fundamental Palestinian rights.
imprisonments, brutal torture in Haaretz claimed knee-capping
detention, and cold-blooded
Gazans was “the right thing” to For 86 consecutive Great March
murder, among other serious
do, adding:
of Return/Breaking the Siege
offenses.
protests, Israel has been and
“Because if not for us, the
continues to in “violation of the
Israel gets away with murder terrorists (sic) would try to cross right to life and to bodily
and much more because the
the fence.”
integrity” of Gaza, the PCHR
world community fails to hold
stressed, adding:
it accountable, largely turning These and similar remarks by
a blind eye to its high crimes of interviewed Israeli snipers
The Israeli regime continues
war, against humanity, and
reflects years of state-sponsored “excessive use of force against
daily apartheid persecution of brainwashing — despite no
protests in the Gaza Strip.”
a long-suffering people –
threat by Gazan demonstrators to
illegally blockaded Gazans
Israeli soldiers or civilians.
According to Haaretz columnist
harmed most of all.
Gideon Levy, the IDF “doesn’t
Throughout many months of
have snipers on the Gaza
Endless conflict, occupation,
weekly demonstrations, no
border. It has hunters,” adding:
dispossession, and repression, deaths or injuries of Israelis
along with social and cultural
were reported, only Palestinians. Since Great March of Return
fragmentation define conditions
protests began, “8,000” Gazans
for all Palestinians.
In its yearend 2019 report on
were “permanently disabled” by
Israeli human rights violations, IDF soldiers.
Haaretz interviewed former IDF the Gaza-based Palestinian
soldiers who served as snipers Center for Human Rights
None interviewed by Haaretz
along the Gaza border, saying: (PCHR) said the following:
expressed regret for their
actions. None witnessed the
“They are not out to ‘break the The Strip continues to “suffer
misery endured by knee-capped
silence’ or to atone for their
the worst closure in the History or other seriously injured
deeds, only to relate what
of the Israeli occupation of the Gazans.
happened from their point of
oPt (occupied Palestinian
view” — their identities
territories) as it has entered the Nor do most Israelis express any
concealed.
14th consecutive year, without concern for around two million
any improvement to the
Gazans who’ve been virtually
From pre-school to higher
movement of persons and goods, imprisoned in the Strip since
education, Israeli children,
humanitarian conditions and
2007 — cut off from the outside
youths, and adults are
bearing catastrophic
world for political reasons, not
brainwashed to hate Arabs and consequences on all aspects of for any threat they pose.
become warriors for the state — life.”
military service mandatory,
Humanitarian crisis conditions
including for young women.
What continues unabated is what grip the Territory. Nearly all of
Fourth Geneva, Nuremberg
its water is unsafe to drink
Arabs are considered hostile,
principles, and the Rome Statute because of raw sewage
violent, deviant, cruel, immoral, of the International Criminal
pollution, high salinity levels,
bloodthirsty, vengeful and unfair Court consider crimes against
and sporadic electricity.
— Jews called industrious,
humanity — unpunished
14
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In the last decade, three
preemptive Israeli wars of
aggression devastated Gaza and
its vital infrastructure.

American officials said on
Iraqi government as a partner,
Friday that the strikes had hit
but in practice our government
sites where rockets and other
treats them as if they are a
weapons were stored by an
colony or protectorate. Our
Iranian-backed militia, Kataib forces attack and kill some of
Israeli terror-bombing and cross- Hezbollah. But according to
their troops, and when they
border incursions occur at its
multiple Iraqi military officials, object we tell them that it was
discretion.
who so far have been largely
their fault for being there. The
supportive of the U.S. role in
head of Central Command blew
Yet the world community
Iraq, the bombings killed
off Iraqi complaints as
remains largely indifferent to
members of the Iraqi military
arrogantly as possible:
what continues endlessly, doing and police. It was not clear
nothing to help long-suffering whether they had killed any
He and other American military
Gazans, letting Israel get away Kataib Hezbollah fighters.
officials were dismissive of the
with murder and much more.
Iraqi complaints given that Iraqi
The U.S. is carrying out attacks soldiers and police officers are
Iraqi territory against
often located on bases with
The Forever War in inside
Iraqis in blatant violation of that Iranian-backed militias like
Iraq
country’s sovereignty. In this
Kataib Hezbollah.
case, it appears that the strikes
didn’t even hit the intended
“I don’t know whether the Iraqis
targets, but killed several people are happy or unhappy,” General
that had absolutely nothing to do McKenzie said. “These
with the rocket attack earlier this locations that we struck are
week. The Iraqi government is clear locations of terrorist
once again predictably furious bases. If Iraqi military forces
that our government is
were there, I would say it’s
committing acts of war that kill probably not a good idea to
Source:
position yourself with Kataib
https://www.globalresearch.ca/forever- their people. A statement from
Iraq’s military command
Hezbollah in the wake of a strike
war-iraq/5706416
denounced the attack:
that killed Americans and
By Daniel Larison
coalition members.”
In a statement released on Friday
The New York Times reports
morning, the Iraqi Joint
It takes extraordinary gall to
that U.S. “retaliatory” strikes in Command described the attack lecture the Iraqis like this
Iraq ended up killing regular
as “an aggression” that
when these are their bases in
Iraqi soldiers and policemen and “targeted Iraqi military
their own country. Iraqi
one civilian:
institutions violating the
military forces are there
principal of partnership”
because it is their base. Calling
Iraqi military officials strongly between the Iraqi security forces it a “terrorist base” may make
condemned the United States
and the Americans.
McKenzie feel better, but it
military on Friday for airstrikes
doesn’t change the fact that
launched overnight that they said This attack “cost the lives of
our forces are attacking Iraqi
killed three Iraqi soldiers, two Iraqi fighters while they were
forces on their soil against the
police officers and a civilian
doing their military duty,” the
wishes of their government.
worker, and damaged an
statement said.
We commit acts of aggression
unfinished civilian airport.
against them and then berate
The U.S. claims to value the
them for daring to say
15
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anything about it.

The overriding narratives of
every society are composed of
U.S. forces have been bombing myths and symbols. Societies
and killing Iraqis for most of operate within controlling
my lifetime. It is insane that
mythic symbol systems whose
the U.S. is still engaged in
primary purpose is to allow
hostilities in the same country people to move through their
almost thirty years after
lives on automatic pilot,
Desert Storm. The official
believing they are safe from
reasons for these attacks
death and chaos in the arms of
change, but the results are the the authorities. All cultures
same: more dead Americans revolve around death and the
and Iraqis. These strikes serve need to control people’s fears of
no discernible American interest. it through the construction of
Our military presence in Iraq is symbols of reassurance. People
unwanted, but it is also
need to be convinced that they
unnecessary for U.S. security.
are protected. In “normal”
Keeping troops there just makes times, all this goes relatively
them targets for no good reason. smoothly and the symbols of
The U.S. has no vital interests protection – such as the military,
there and nothing that warrants a the primary institutions, and
continued military presence. The photos of the political leaders
U.S. has been waging a forever against a backdrop of flags –
war in Iraq for decades, and it serve as a comforting security
needs to end
blanket. In times of extreme
(https://responsiblestatecraft.org/2020/ stress, however, whether real or
03/13/end-endless-war-afghanistancreated, the system of
now-do-iraq/) before any more
reassurance breaks down and
lives are lost.
people panic.

expiration date and comes in
large packages that are light and
easy to carry and store. All true.
Fear induces hoarding, and
people have gone insane
hoarding all kinds of items, as if
the plague to end the world were
upon us, which is what the mass
media keeps repeating as it
whips up lunatic reactions. The
end times are near! The Grim
Reaper is at your door!

The authorities have inflamed
this fear, as authorities are apt
to do, since fear, and the fear
of death and disease, is the
greatest way to control people.
Remember the aftermath of the
attacks of September 11, 2001.
Fear went rampant and people
ran to religious services for a
while as elements within the
U.S. government sent anthrax
through the mail to heighten the
fear. But anthrax was nothing
compared to the coronavirus’s
spread and panic. With the 2001
attacks, the terrorist fear soon
went onto the back burner to
Enter
the
coronavirus
and
the
simmer away for all these years
Toilet Paper Is the
run on toilet paper. Many
and keep everyone on an
People’s Vaccine economists and psychologists emergency fear footing so the
have commented on the fear that government could execute its
Source: http://edwardcurtin.com/toiletmotivates this hoarding
war and Patriot Act plans with
paper-is-the-peoples-vaccine/
behavior. Most commentaries little rebellion. It worked very
are true as far as they go. The well. Constant fear and anxiety
By Edward Curtin
problem is they don’t go very far became the norm as people
and never touch the real issue. internalized the 9/11 meme and
The coronavirus panic has
Hoarding is obviously done to its emergency phone number
resulted in hordes of people
reminder.
running after toilet paper. Such quell the fear of running out.
But
running
out
of
what?
actions are the flip side of
But now the coronavirus panic is
running with the bulls, except
running wild and we don’t know
that I suspect those who run with Why toilet paper? The
explanations
I
have
seen
say
that
when it will end. But why this
the bulls have some sense of
toilet paper is an essential
frantic race to scoop up toilet
why they do it. I imagine the
household
item
that
is
easy
to
paper? The answer should be
thrill is a bit different, even if the
hoard because it has no
quite obvious, but it is isn’t
goal is similar.
16
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because it is unconscious.
science often claims that
Coronavirus and the
People react to the real
everything religions have ever
Gates Foundation
biological fear of death by
taught is hocus pocus. The
adopting any means that might religious symbol systems that
protect them from it. Excrement were the overarching bulwarks
is the fundamental symbol of
of western civilization have been
death. It suggests we are bodies replaced by science and
and nothing more; that the
technology. But these twins
symbols of transcendence,
have no answer for the fact of
whether religious or secular, are death, except to say it is
mirages. Shit has always been inevitable and maybe we can
so associated, and always will. It help you to live a bit longer.
Source: https://journalhas also long been associated in Many people, if only
neo.org/2020/03/18/coronavirus-andthe Western imagination with the unconsciously, might not be
the-gates-foundation/
devil, Satan, the Lord of the
satisfied with that answer.
underworld, who rules the pit of
By F. William Engdahl
smelly steaming death where the So when death comes courting
bodies of people are deposited in the guise of a so-called plague Arguably, no one has been more
down in the earth to rot away.
or pandemic, toilet paper will
active in promoting and funding
That’s it. No heaven, no
keep you safe and clean. You can research on vaccines aimed at
immortality, just maggots in the wipe away any reminder that
dealing with coronavirus than
dirt where shit descends. The
you are mortal and will return to Bill Gates and the Bill and
thought that that is all we are
the earth; that you will rot there Melinda Gates Foundation.
doesn’t go over well with many unless you somehow believe in From sponsoring a simulation of
people.
the transcendent spirit of days a coronavirus global pandemic,
gone by.
just weeks before the Wuhan
To accept that we are only
outbreak was announced, to
bodies, and that civilization and Rather than focus on all the
funding numerous corporate
cultures have been constructed death unleashed by
efforts to come up with a novel
upon symbols created to tell us government violence – their
vaccine for the apparently novel
this isn’t true are pipe dreams, is alleged protectors – people are virus, the Gates presence is
the fear that runs rampant in
easily manipulated into fearing there. What does it actually
days such as these, with the
the wrong things and
entail?
coronavirus allegedly stalking unconsciously seeking some
everyone as if it were Mister
innocuous symbol that might We must admit that at the very
Pumpkin Head ready to pounce. do the job.
least Bill Gates is prophetic. He
The fundamental human fear is
has claimed for years that a
that we, like excrement, are
Running with the bulls gives
global killer pandemic will come
destined to be buried and
people the thrill of teasing death and that we are not prepared for
forgotten; that we will be buried while defeating it. It must be
it. On March 18, 2015 Gates
in the earth or flushed down a
very exciting.
gave a TED talk on epidemics in
toilet. The fear is that “dead”
Vancouver. That day he wrote on
excrement is what we are and
Running after toilet paper is
his blog, “I just gave a brief talk
that all the shiny symbols
quite dull by comparison, but it on a subject that I’ve been
erected by civilization to say we serves a similar purpose.
learning a lot about lately—
are more are just bullshit.
epidemics. The Ebola outbreak
It’s the people’s vaccine against in West Africa is a tragedy—as I
This fear is compounded when death.
write this, more than 10,000
17
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people have died.” Gates then
added, “As awful as this
epidemic has been, the next one
could be much worse. The world
is simply not prepared to deal
with a disease—an especially
virulent flu, for example—that
infects large numbers of people
very quickly. Of all the things
that could kill 10 million people
or more, by far the most likely is
an epidemic.”
(https://www.gatesnotes.com/Health/W

nothing was done to better
prepare for pandemics, the time
would come when the world
A global flu-like pandemic in
fact is something that Gates and would look back and wish it had
invested more into potential
his well-endowed foundation
have spent years preparing for. vaccines. That was weeks before
In 2017 during the Davos World the world heard about bats and a
Economic Forum, Gates initiated live wet market in Wuhan China
(https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/arti
something called CEPI, the

CEPI

cle-7951293/Bill-Gates-Predicted-

Coalition for Epidemic
Coronavirus-Like-Outbreak-2019Preparedness Innovations,
Netflix-Documentary.html).
together with the governments of
Norway, India, Japan, and
In October, 2019 the Gates
e-Are-Not-Ready-for-the-NextGermany, along with the
Foundation teamed up with the
Epidemic?ref=hvper.com)
Wellcome Trust of the UK. Its World Economic Forum and the
stated purpose is to “accelerate Johns Hopkins Center for Health
That same year, 2015, Bill Gates
the development of vaccines
Security to enact what they
wrote an article for the New
we’ll need to contain outbreaks” called a “fictional” scenario
England Journal of Medicine
of future epidemics
simulation involving some of the
titled, “The Next Epidemic:
(https://www.gatesnotes.com/Health/Pr world’s leading figures in public
Lessons from Ebola.” There he
eparing-for-the-Next-Epidemic). He health. It was titled Event 201.
spoke of a special class of drugs
noted at the time that “One
that “involves giving patients a
promising area of vaccine
As their website describes it,
set of particular RNA-based
development research is using Event 201 simulated an
constructs that enables them to
advances in genomics to map
“outbreak of a novel zoonotic
produce specific
the DNA and RNA of pathogens coronavirus transmitted from
proteins(including
and make vaccines.” We will
bats to pigs to people that
antibodies).Although this is a
return to that.
eventually becomes efficiently
very new area, it is promising
transmissible from person to
because it is possible that a safe
Event
201
person, leading to a severe
therapy could be designed and
pandemic. The pathogen and the
put into large-scale manufacture
By 2019 Bill Gates and the
disease it causes are modeled
fairly rapidly. More basic
foundation
were
going
full-tilt
largely on SARS, but it is more
research as well as the progress
transmissible in the community
of companies like Moderna and boogie with their pandemic
scenarios.
He
made
a
Netflix
setting by people with mild
CureVac could eventually make
video which made an eerie
symptoms.”
this approach a key tool for
imaginary
scenario.
The
video,
(https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.or
stopping epidemics.”
(https://www.nejm.org/doi/suppl/10.10 part of the “Explained” series, g/event201/players/gao.html)
56/NEJMp1502918/suppl_file/nejmp15 imagined a wet market in China
02918_appendix.pdf) Moderna and where live and dead animals are In the Event 201 scenario the
stacked and a highly deadly
CureVac both today receive
disease originates at a pig farm
funds from the Gates Foundation virus erupts that spreads
in Brazil, spreading through
globally. Gates appears as an
and are leading the race to
low-income regions and
develop an approved COVID-19 expert in the video to warn, “If ultimately explodes into an
you think of anything that could epidemic. The disease is carried
vaccine based on mRNA.
come along that would kill
by air travel to Portugal, the
2017 and Founding of millions of people, a pandemic USA and China and beyond to
is our greatest risk.” He said if the point no country can control
18
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it. The scenario posits no
possible vaccine being available
in the first year. “Since the
whole human population is
susceptible, during the initial
months of the pandemic, the
cumulative number of cases
increases exponentially,
doubling every week.”

biology.”
has had a remarkable
(https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.or preoccupation with the
g/event201/players/gao.html) Batpossibility of a global pandemic
derived virus ecology…
outbreak he said could be even
larger than the alleged deaths
Prof. Gao was joined among
from the mysterious 1918
others at the panel by the former Spanish Flu, and has been
Deputy Director of the CIA
warning for at least the past five
during the Obama term, Avril
years or more. What the Bill &
Haines. She also served as
Melinda Gates Foundation also
The scenario then ends after 18 Obama’s Assistant to the
has been involved in is funding
months when the fictional
President and Principal Deputy development of new vaccines
coronavirus has caused 65
National Security Advisor.
using bleeding-edge CRISPR
million deaths. “The pandemic Another of the players at the
gene-editing and other
is beginning to slow due to the Gates event was Rear Admiral technologies.
decreasing number of
Stephen C. Redd, Director of the
susceptible people. The
Office of Public Health
The Coronavirus Vaccines
pandemic will continue at some Preparedness and Response at
rate until there is an effective
the Centers for Disease Control Gates Foundation money is
vaccine or until 80-90 % of the and Prevention (CDC). The
backing vaccine development on
global population has been
same CDC is at the center of a every front. Inovio
exposed.”
huge scandal for not having
Pharmaceuticals of Pennsylvania
adequate functioning tests
received $9 million from the
available for testing cases of
Event 201 Players
Gates-backed CEPI, Coalition
COVID-19 in the USA. Their
for Epidemic Preparedness
As interesting as the prescient preparedness was anything but Innovations, to develop a
Gates-Johns Hopkins Event 201 laudable.
vaccine, INO-4800, which is
fictional scenario of October,
about to test on humans in April,
2019 may be, the list of panelists Rounding out the group was
a suspiciously rapid time frame.
Adrian
Thomas,
the
Vice
who were invited to participate
In addition Gates Foundation
in the imaginary global response President of scandal-ridden
just gave the company an added
Johnson
&
Johnson,
the
giant
is equally interesting.
$5 million to develop a
medical and pharmaceutical
proprietary smart device for
company.
Thomas
is
responsible
Among the selected “players” as
intradermal delivery of the new
they were called, was George Fu for pandemic preparedness at
vaccine.
J&J including developing
Gao. Notably, Prof. Gao is
(https://www.morningstar.com/news/m
vaccines
for
Ebola,
Dengue
arketwatch/20200312540/inovio-stockdirector of the Chinese Center
Fever,
HIV.
And
there
was
rallies-after-company-gets-gatesfor Disease Control and
Martin Knuchel, Head of Crisis, foundation-grant-to-test-device-forPrevention since 2017. His
coronavirus-vaccine)
specialization includes research Emergency & Business
on “influenza virus interspecies Continuity Management, for
In addition Gates Foundation
transmission (host jump)… He is Lufthansa Group Airlines.
monies via CEPI are financing
also interested in virus ecology, Lufthansa has been one of the
development of a radical new
major airlines dramatically
especially the relationship
vaccine method known as
cutting flights during the
between influenza virus and
messengerRNA or mRNA.
migratory birds or live poultry COVID-19 pandemic crisis.
markets and the bat-derived
They are co-funding the
All this shows that Bill Gates
virus ecology and molecular
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Cambridge, Massachusetts
and safety.
ISS Report: 99% of
biotech company, Moderna Inc.,
Covid19 Deaths had
to develop a vaccine against the Another biotech company
Pre-existing Serious
Wuhan novel coronavirus, now working with unproven mRNA
called SARS-CoV-2. Moderna’s technology to develop a vaccine
Illness
other partner is the US National for the COVID-19 is a German
Institute of Allergy and
company, CureVac. Since 2015
Infectious Diseases (NIAID), a CureVac has received money
part of the National Institutes of from the Gates Foundation to
Health (NIH). Head of NIAID is develop its own mRNA
Dr Anthony Fauci, the person at technology
Report on Covid19 morbidity in
the center of the Trump
(https://www.gatesfoundation.org/Medi
Italy is shocking reading…but not
Administration virus emergency a-Center/Pressin the way you’d imagine
Releases/2015/03/CureVacresponse. Notable about the
Collaboration). In January the
Fauci-Gates Moderna
Source: https://offGates-backed CEPI granted
coronavirus vaccine, mRNAguardian.org/2020/03/19/iss-report99-of-covid19-deaths-already-ill/
1273, is that it has been rolled more than $8 million to develop
a
mRNA
vaccine
for
the
novel
out in a matter of weeks, not
By Kit Knightly
years, and on February 24 went coronavirus
directly to Fauci’s NIH for tests (https://www.reuters.com/article/ushealth-coronavirus-germany-vaccine- Anything up to 99.2% of all of
on human guinea pigs, not on
Italy’s recent Covid19-associated
idUSKBN21036D).
mice as normal. Moderna’s chief
deaths could have been caused by
medical adviser, Tal Zaks,
pre-existing chronic conditions,
Add to this the fact that the
argued, “I don’t think proving
Gates Foundation and related according to a report released by
this in an animal model is on the
the Istituto Superiore di Sanità
entities such as CEPI
critical path to getting this to a
(Italian Institute of Health, ISS)
constitute the largest funders
clinical trial.”
of the public-private entity
The report was translated and sent
(https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/11/
known as WHO, and that its to us by Swiss Propaganda
researchers-rush-to-start-modernacurrent director, Tedros
coronavirus-vaccine-trial-withoutResearch. Their team have been
Adhanom, the first WHO
usual-animal-testing/)
doing some great work collating
director in history not a
and translating sources of
medical
doctor,
worked
for
information on the coronavirus
Another notable admission by
years on HIV with the Gates pandemic. Their daily updated
Moderna on its website is the
legal disclaimer, “Special Note Foundation when Tedros was a thread, here (https://swprs.org/aswiss-doctor-on-covid-19/), is a
government minister in
Regarding Forward-Looking
Ethiopia, and we see that there valuable resource to anyone trying
Statements: …These risks,
to keep up-to-date.
uncertainties, and other factors is practically no area of the
current coronavirus pandemic
include, among others: … the
There are some very important facts
fact that there has never been a where the footprints of the
here, all ignored by the mainstream.
omnipresent Gates are not to
commercial product utilizing
There’s the epidemiological study
mRNA technology approved for be found. If that is to the good done by a Japanese research group
of mankind or grounds to be that found the case-fatality ratio to
use.”
(https://investors.modernatx.com/news worried, time will tell. (TCTT potentially be as low as 0.04%
editor note: I suspect the latter.) (markedly lower even than seasonal
-releases/news-releasedetails/moderna-announces-fundingaward-cepi-accelerate-development)

flu https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.11
01/2020.02.12.20022434v2).

In other words, completely
unproven for human health
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There’s German and Chinese
biologists reporting the unproven
nature of Covid test kits

years old.
•

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=p_AyuhbnPOI) and that they can
generate “false positives”

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
32133832).

•

There’s the Italian study finding
that up to 75% of positive test
patients are entirely symptomless

(https://www.repubblica.it/salute/medi
cina-ericerca/2020/03/16/news/coronavirus_
studio_il_5075_dei_casi_a_vo_sono_asintomatici_
e_molto_contagiosi-251474302/),

•

coupled with warnings from
Spanish doctors

(https://twitter.com/NeurologaenSAS/st
atus/1239498772570308609) that
panic and systemic overload pose a
much greater threat to public health
than the coronavirus.
As we said, it’s all very valuable
information, and we highly
recommend you read the whole
thread, and check their daily
updates. An excellent piece of
research.

•

comorbidity actually caused the
death.

Only 0.8% of the deceased
had no pre-existing chronic Let us do some simple maths.
Italy currently reports 2978
illnesses.
pandemic-related deaths. 99.2%
Approximately 75% of the of those were already sick,
deceased had two or more meaning 0.8 were not. 0.8% of
2978 is just under 24. Which
pre-existing conditions,
50% had three more pre- means, only 24 people have died
whilst having no comorbidity at
existing conditions, in
all. (And we don’t know their age
particular heart disease,
or social circumstances).
diabetes and cancer.
Five of the deceased were
between 31 and 39 years
old, all of them with
serious pre-existing health
conditions (e.g. cancer or
heart disease).
The National Health
Institute hasn’t yet
determined what the
patients examined
ultimately died of and
refers to them in general
terms as Covid19-positive
deaths.

The question becomes, why is this
happening?
Why are we getting stories about
overflowing funeral homes

(https://www.theguardian.com/world/2
020/mar/19/generation-has-dieditalian-province-struggles-burycoronavirus-dead), when the worst-

case Covid19 scenario (ie, no false
positives or misattributed deaths)
would be an increase of ~2% in the
expected mortalitiy rate?
Why are we hearing rumours about
Italian ICUs being over-burdened

Consider what these statistics mean, (http://www.cidrap.umn.edu/newsespecially the third and final point perspective/2020/03/doctors-covid-19together, followed to their logical pushing-italian-icus-toward-collapse)
conclusion.
to breaking point this year, but
…but we mostly want to focus on
heard no such thing when the ICUs
their most recent update, the
in Lombardy were swamped with
99.2%
of
Italian
Covid19-related
translation of the ISS report on the
flu cases in 2017/18?
morbidity of coronavirus patients. deaths were already sick with
something
else,
and
the
ISS
(https://milano.corriere.it/notizie/crona
The statistics are highly interesting.
hasn’t actually determined they ca/18_gennaio_10/milano-terapieintensive-collasso-l-influenza-gia-48died of Covid19 at all.
According to this report
malati-gravi-molte-operazioni-

(https://www.epicentro.iss.it/coronavir That’s shocking. Especially when
us/bollettino/Report-COVID2019_17_marzo-v2.pdf):

•

The median age is 80.5
years (79.5 for men, 83.7
for women).

•

10% of the deceased was
over 90 years old; 90% of
the deceased was over 70

rinviate-c9dc43a6-f5d1-11e7-9b06paired with the reports that the test fe054c3be5b2.shtml)

kits can produce false positives.
It’s entirely possible that dozens,
even hundreds, of deaths in Italy
(and perhaps the rest of the
world) are being mistakenly
attributed to Covid19 rather than
the heart disease, cancer,
emphysema or whichever
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Why are the media narratives,
and the actions of our
governments, totally
irreconcilable with statistical
reality?
That should be a cause of concern
for everyone.

